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Thank you 
Thank you very much for your continued 
application of time and dedication to the 

VN-PBA. 
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Preparation

1. Connection quality
2. Environment setting

Presentation header10 November 2020



Connection Quality 

1. WIFI Vs Ethernet

2. Connection issues have been dealt with 
professionally and candidates have been reassured 
when these have occurred

3. Please make a note of the connection quality within 
the ‘Overall summary’ box 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To ensure a clear audio connection, examiners should ensure that they are able to receive a stable WIFI or ethernet connection. WIFI provider channel switch or hard wire ethernet cable to laptopVN PBA assessment/recording quality To enable us to respond to any candidate concerns around quality of assessment communication, can we please request that in the ‘Overall Summary’ area of the ‘Recording form’ a summary of audio and visual assessment quality is captured and also whether you feel that this affected evidence gathering or candidate performance. 



Environment setting
Examiners:
1. Audio – Head-phones
2. Visual – Lighting

Candidates:
3. Room scans 
4. Equipment checks – Gloves!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To enable the candidate to fully communicate during the assessment please ensure that both the visual and audio communication is clear. To prevent audio feedback, it is suggested that headphones should be worn by examiners.To ensure a clear audio connection, examiners should ensure that they are able to receive a stable WIFI or ethernet connection. To ensure a clear visual for the candidate examiners should prepare the correct lighting in front of them, as lighting from behind creates a shadow on the face of the examiner. 
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Delivery 

1. Question planning
2. Mandatory activities covered 
3. Tolerance of mark attribution
4. Confirmation language
5. Examiner 1 responsibilities
6. Examiner 2 responsibilities 

10 November 2020



Question planning

1. Recording the link to DOS
2. Probing questions
3. Ensuring questions are not requesting recall of 

knowledge or reciting evidence
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question preparation and construct irrelevant variance For quality assurance purposes please ensure that all questions prepared are fully referenced to the DOS and you are mindful that further probing questions are asked in line with DOS application of knowledge. There have been a few occasions where particularly those questions used to probe candidate understanding have become unrelated/minimally related to the DOS. 



Mandatory activities 
1. X-rays
2. Instrument identification
3. Category coverage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
X-ray - Candidates should be encouraged to explain what they did, why they did it and what they would do differently. If the evidence provided by the candidate includes an x-ray then this x-ray must be used for appraisal. In instances where the candidate has provided x-rays which are unclear or have poor resolution, please use the most appropriate bank x-ray image. If the candidate has not provided an x-ray as part of their evidence then a City & Guilds bank x-ray must be used and linked as closely as possible to one of the candidate’s case studies.  When using instrument bank images examiners should again, where possible, closely link the chosen image to one of the candidate’s provided case studies. If the candidate states that the image is unclear please ask them whether they would like examiner 2 to zoom in on any area of the instrument. 



Tolerance of mark attribution
1. Delay in the upload of recording forms
2. Central tendency 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Central tendency leads to a marking biasDelay leads to inaccuracy of candidate performance



Confirmation language 
1. Confirmation of answer completion – use of 

phrases indicating achievement 
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Thank you 

Okay, let’s move onto the next question  

Thank you for that explanation 

Okay

Please try to avoid; fabulous, excellent, fantastic, great and lovely 



Examiner responsibilities during PBA
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Examiner 1 Examiner 2

Provide support to candidates -
create a rapport 

Provide support to examiner 1

Request candidates introduce their 
cases

Share relevant documents

Ask planned and further probing 
questions where necessary

Monitor candidate experience e.g. 
can they clearly hear examiner 1 
questions? 

Is the candidate’s experience allowing optimum performance?

Is the connection allowing you to collect quality evidence?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examiner rapport This is a new assessment which SVN’s have not been able to fully train for and this can cause stress and increase anxiety, which in turn can affect their ability to recall information and therefore answer questions. It is important that as an examiner you support the SVN during the assessment, whilst not giving an indication of how you feel they have performed, it is important to try and create a warm and interactive atmosphere. If an SVN becomes stuck on a question, you can ask them if they would like you to rephrase the question or return to the topic later in the discussion. Where there is significant or consistent issues with connection or audio/visual quality please temporarily pause the VN PBA to reset and attempt re-connection. Where the regular occurrence is not apparent to examiner 1, examiner should state that there has been a significant disturbance for the candidate and that a short break may be required to address issues
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Student
1. Expectations
2. Performance 

Presentation header10 November 2020



Student expectations
1. Candidates have not experienced this before
2. Prepared candidates
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Candidates have not experienced this type of assessment before. Preparation:Most candidates are prepared with their paper copies of evidence. Occasionally they forget the IDUnclear questions techniques can create a fluster where candidates panic that they have not understood what you are asking from them, this is mostly seen in the probing questions but occasionally in the calculation request. 



Student Performance
1. Many candidates are predictably stuck in an OSCE mind 

set
2. Some candidates are not forthcoming with explanatory 

answers
3. Multi language speakers
4. What affects candidate performance? 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
OSCE: Please attempt to move a candidate on from stating/listing OSCE steps. This is also the case for requesting WHO hand washes. Answers: When actions are stating briefly what they did, it would be worth explaining that  you need to be able to collect supportive evidence to justify your grading; If the candidate could explain what they did any why, and whether the actions were influenced by any SOPs or legislations, then this would provide a wealth of evidence allowing you (the examiner) to fully understand the reasons for the candidates actions. Candidates of multiple languages: Be aware that these candidate may take longer to process the questions asked and form their answer. This should not be mistaken for a less confident answer, Candidate performance: Where Candidates are not 100% familiar with all of the cases that they have submitted, asking the candidate to briefly explain the case prior to asking questions allows the candidate to familiarise themselves. It is acceptable to brief the candidate where there is only one or two more specific questions linked to that case but mostly we would like you to give the candidate the opportunity to brief the examiners. Anxiety always seems to be quite high in VNs, be aware that disruptions including connection but particularly audio disturbances seem to be increasing candidate anxiety during the PBA. 
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Recording forms

1. Evidence
2. Time allowance 

Presentation header10 November 2020



Evidence
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1. Justification for skill gradings
2. Please use the most current recording form
3. Errors and absences 
4. Uploading the recording forms
5. There is no longer a requirement to:

Time allowance
1. Designed to last 45 minutes although there is a leeway of 

+/- 10%
2. Record any additional time allocated 

a) Record the MM:SS for questions
b) Create multiple statement on learner assistant 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Justification: Please include the key points that would use to justify the grading within the domainsUploading time – allows for a more accurate reflection on candidate performance. Allows IQA and therefore EQA of assessment. Uploading forms within the timescales being even more important for phase 2 as we hope to do a staggered results release. I.e if we have a pass mark from phase 1 and IQA has been completed (or not required), and marks are not out of tolerance for a candidate in Phase 2 we can release the mark earlier. But this will only work if examiners are uploading the forms on time.Time allowance:The VNPBA is designed to last 45 mins, there is a leeway of +/- 10%. With this in mind the total number of minutes that evidence can be collected for is 49 minutes 30 seconds, this has been rounded up to 50 minutes. Prior to planning PBA questions please ensure that you take into account any reasonable adjustments that may have been granted to the candidate. If you or the candidate experience technical difficulties which may include audio delay and/or visual distortion, then the accumulative time wasted can be added at the end of the PBA. There have been many occasions where the speaker feedback through multiple microphones has caused disruption and made the communication between examiner 1 and the candidate unclear. Please have headphones to hand as this and examiner 2 muting themselves can make a big difference. 
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Standardisation activity 

Due Friday 13th November 

10 November 2020



Standardisation Activity 
1. Watch the VN PBA and observe how examiner 1 provides the following:
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Due: Friday 13th November

2. Self reflect on how you do or could provide points a – e

a) Appropriate environment
b) Rapport
c) Candidate support  
d) Case familiarity  
e) Holistic approach

VN PBA 

https://transcripts.goto
meeting.com/#/s/94f73
55e077c8951c1f0f597
917860092755977c45
22874f272f1bc71fa9d

3c4

0:00 – 26:083. Using the evidence in the VN PBA from 0:00 – 26:08 state the 
marks that you would have allocated for laboratory techniques in 
Domains 3 & 5.

Email: KellyMcGrathRVN@googlemail.com

CC: VeterinaryNursing@cityandguilds.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://transcripts.gotomeeting.com/#/s/94f7355e077c8951c1f0f597917860092755977c4522874f272f1bc71fa9d3c40:00 – 26:08

https://transcripts.gotomeeting.com/#/s/94f7355e077c8951c1f0f597917860092755977c4522874f272f1bc71fa9d3c4
https://transcripts.gotomeeting.com/#/s/94f7355e077c8951c1f0f597917860092755977c4522874f272f1bc71fa9d3c4
mailto:KellyMcGrathRVN@googlemail.com
mailto:VeterinaryNursing@cityandguilds.com


Thank 
you
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